, in which the efficiency of a neutral beam system with and without energy recovery is plotted. Without recovery, 75% of the system energy is wasted at the 80-keV/nucleon range. With recovery, assuming a 90% atomic species in the beam, 50% of the energy is lost. Besides the improvement in the system efficiency, the energy that is lost is removed at a much lower power density than that achieved in a conventional beam system. As an example of a conventional neutral beam line, Fig. 2 illustrates the 40-kV, 60-A beam line used in recent neutral beam heating experiments in the PLT device and in ISX-B. The ion source is maintained at a high positive potential of typically 40 kV, and the beam of positive ions is accelerated to its full energy in the usual accel-decel manner. The accel potential extracts the ions from the plasma source and gives them their final energy. The decel potential prevents secondary electrons generated in the gas cell 
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As an example of a conventional neutral beam line, Fig. 2 illustrates the 40-kV, 60-A beam line used in recent neutral beam heating experiments in the PLT device and in ISX-B. The ion source is maintained at a high positive potential of typically 40 kV, and the beam of positive ions is accelerated to its full energy in the usual accel-decel manner. The accel potential extracts the ions from the plasma source and gives them their final energy. The decel potential prevents secondary electrons generated in the gas cell disposal in a conventional beam from being back accelerated through the exit grid into the plasma grid. The beam of positive ions extracted from the ion source is thus accelerated to ground potential and remains at ground potential through the gas cell neutralizer and the magnet region of the beam line. In the gas cell, some of the positive ions from the ion source are converted to neutral particles and are used in the normal sense, i.e., for injection into a fusion plasma. The magnet, located along the beam line a short distance beyond the gas cell, has pole pieces tilted at 450 for the purpose of deflecting the unneutralized full, one-half, and one-third energy ions to their respective water-cooled ion dumps. The only role of the magnetic field is to separate the unneutralized ions from the beam of neutral particles. All of the unneutralized positive ions that come out Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26 with of the gas cell deposit and waste their energy in striking the ion beam dump.
We have developed a means3 of both recovering a large fraction of the ion energy that is otherwise wasted and alleviating the problem of high power density beam disposal. This energy recovery system employs a combination of crossed magnetic and electric fields at the gas or neutralizer cell exit. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the potential distribution along a conventional beam line with that along the energy recovery beam system. In the latter, the ion source is maintained slightly above ground potential by a voltage V boost in the range of 0-5 kV. As usual, an accel voltage V accel and a decel voltage Vdee are employed. The gas cell is held at the same potential as the exit grid, i.e., at -V, which is shown as -40 kV, for example. A guard ring or electron dump that functions as an electron collector is fastened around the end opening of the gas cell (see Fig. 4 ). The guard ring is a conducting collar that is biased at a potential V that is maintained collector slightly positive (several thousand volts) with respect to the gas cell potential of -V. The magnet and all of the walls of the vacuum chamber are at ground potential. The atomic ions proceeding from the gas cell exit return their energy to the high voltage supply, losing only the small amount by which the ion source is biased above ground. In all ground surfaces serve as a collector. The onehalf and one-third energy ions cannot escape the gas cell and thus terminate on the gas cell itself. The high atomic yield (%85% for the ORNL duoPIGatron4)
permits the maximum obtainable recovery efficiency for present-day ion sources. Of course, even higher proton yields are desirable. The retarding field seen by the emerging full energy ions also tries to accelerate electrons from the gas cell (as illustrated in Fig. 4) . The role of the transverse magnetic field is to impede the electron flow. Coupling of the magnetic field with the axial electric field causes the electrons to drift in an E x B fashion into the concentric electron collector or dump (which is slightly positive with respect to the gas cell), thereby losing a negligible amount of energy (patent pending). The recovery efficiency of 50-80% quoted above is achieved with electron losses included.
The critical component of this recovery system is the interface of the gas cell exit, the transverse magnetic field, and the axial electric field. The two interface geometries studied are shown in Fig. 5 . In both versions, V is the electron collector bias supply.
The two interfaces differ in the way in which one-half and one-third energy ions are terminated. In the loose coupled scheme, these ions turn around and strike an interior wall of the gas cell extension. In this manner, no secondary electrons emitted can cause a power drain since they are produced inside the gas cell. In the close coupled scheme, the close proximity of the ground plane causes the fractional energy ions to be reflected back into the gas cell with the result, again, of no electron power drain.
Both interfaces have been tested in the manner indicated by Fig. 6 transmission efficiency, the ion source fractions, and the equilibrium cell neutral fraction for each species as a function of energy. All of these factors are well known for the PLT/ISX beam system. Figure 7 is a summary of the results. Figure 8 shows a variation of the recovery efficiency as a function of the magnetic field strength for three different beam conditions using the loose coupled interface. As the beam current density increases, the magnetic field required to achieve 'a given efficiency also must increase. voltage for two magnetic field current settings. Also shown is the full energy positive ion recovery efficiency at each magnetic field condition. To first order, the electron loss is independent of boost voltage above 500 V. As can be seen, the efficiency increases with the magnetic field. Earlier results, not shown, yielded an efficiency greater than 60% for a magnetic field current of 500 A. Figure 10 shows the electron loss to the ground surface located immediately above the collector ring.
Electrons that miss the collector for any reason should have a high probability of striking this particular ground surface. A B-1 variation is also shown since the electron drift velocity is inversely proportional to B. At a magnetic current of between 200 A and 300 A, the electron loss is greater than expected but varies as B-1 at currents above 350 A.
The loss at currents below 200 A has not been investigated.
Critical factors in the success of this energy recovery method will be the loss of electrons with beam current density and the effect of the magnetic field at higher current densities. Experiments to date have been up to a beam density of 14 mA/cm2 at the gas cell exit, which is within a factor of 3 to 4 of that required for a reactor relevant beam system. Thus far, electron losses are easily controlled, and computational tools are being developed to aid in the design of a more efficient geometry for the gas cell interface. 
